
Energy saving glass 5mm French green tinted reflective float glass

5mm French green coated glass, 5mm f-green reflective glass, 5mm light green color one way reflective
glass, 5mm French green energy saving reflective glass, 5mm f-green solar control coated glass, 5mm f-
green heat coating reflective glass, 5mm f-green online coated reflective float glass, which is produced by
using CVD technology that creates perfect uniform layer of metal oxide chemically bonded to the surface
of good quality 5mm clear float glass, the glass perfect to be cut, bent, tempering, heat strengthened,
laminating without affecting the coating, widely used for glass window, glass curtain wall.

The features of 5mm light green heat coated glass
1.Thickness: 5mm, other popular thickness in 4mm light green reflective glass, 5.5mm f-green coated
glass, 6mm French green one way reflective glass, etc.
2.Size: 2140*3300mm, 2140*3660mm, 1830*2440mm, 2140*1650mm, 2250*3300mm… max size in
2440*3660mm.
3.Can be made as 5mm f green reflective tempered glass, 5+5mm f green color reflective laminated glass,
5+5mm light green reflective insulated glass

Advantages of 5mm light green one way reflective glass
1.Anti-UV, it can reduce UV transmittance and help prevent the furniture to be fade.
2.Solar control and energy saving glass: Effectively restricting the incidence of direct solar radiation and
has obvious shading effects. 5mm light green color online coated glass absorbs and reflects a major
proportion of the sun's direct energy more effectively than 4mm light green color float glass.
3.With good shading coefficient and with visible energy efficient effect.
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4.Created an aesthetic senses to building appearance.
5.Perfect to be cut, bent, tempering, heat strengthened, laminating. Make as 5mm French green reflective
tempered glass, 10.38mm f-green color reflective laminated floating glass, 10.76mm French green coated
tempered laminated glass, 11.14mm french green color reflective tempered laminated glass, 11.52mm
light green color reflective toughened laminated glass, 19mm 22mm French green reflective double
glazing unit.

The applications of 5mm f-green color reflective float glass
1.5mm f-green color reflective coating glass, it can be cut directly and used for window, door.
2.5mm f-green online reflected glass, can be perfect to make as 5mm f-green coated tempered glass, then
used for window, door, façade, furniture, etc.
3.5mm light green color reflective glass, can be perfect to make as 10.38mm f-green color reflective
laminated float glass, 10.76mm 11.14mm 11.52mm light green color coated tempered laminated glass,
5+9A+5mm f green reflective insulated glass, 5+12A+5mm light green color coated double glazing unit.
Used for interior and exterior wall.
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